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imAges of gARDENS BY THE BAY is the definitive collection of photographs of the 

lively Bay South Garden showcasing the best of tropical horticulture and garden 

artistry. The highlights of Bay South Garden include the Flower Dome and Cloud 

Forest conservatories as well as the Supertree Grove. 

Filled with stunning photographs, this book captures the Gardens from dawn to dusk 

and into the night, presenting lush landscaped panoramas, close-ups of flora as well 

as dramatic structures with specialised integrated lighting effects.

• Features both day and night shots of the Gardens, showcasing its unique  
 design and architecture

• The perfect souvenir for tourists, locals and anyone with a love of photography

• 4 bonus postcards in vibrant colour
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introduction01
Gardens by the Bay comprises three gardens: Bay 
South, Bay East and Bay Central. At present only the  
first phase, the 54-hectare Bay South is open. The 
largest of the three gardens, it forms a major space 
within Marina Bay and is linked to the iconic Marina 
Bay Sands by the Dragonfly Bridge.
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8  imAges Of gArdens by the bAyBAY SOUTH GArden
Designed by UK-based landscape architecture firm 
Grant Associates, the Gardens showcase the best in 
tropical horticulture and garden artistry with a mass 
display of flowers and colourful foliage. Key features  
of the Bay South Garden are the Flower Dome and 
Cloud Forest conservatories, 18 Supertrees as well as 
themed gardens and lakes.
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Views of the various sculptures 
at The Canopy which links the 
two conservatories.
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Specially designed tracks allow 
visitors and joggers to get up close 
to the iconic Cloud Forest and 
Flower Dome conservatories. 
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This giant baby sculpture by British artist 
Marc Quinn is called Planet. The seven-
ton bronze sculpture balances on one 
arm of a sleeping child and is located at 
The Meadow, one of Singapore’s largest 
outdoor event spaces. 

LAyout PlAn: 
BAy South GArden
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Visitors can find out more about the 
types of flowers and fruits found in the 
Gardens and their unique characteristics 
from these information wall panels.
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158  imAges Of gArdens by the bAy lAkes & islAnds  159

Golden gArden
A cluster of three Supertrees forms part of the Golden 
Garden. This garden is planted with ferns, flowers and 
shrubs that have a golden hue as gold symbolises 
prosperity. A statue of a bull which is a sign of a good run in 
the stock market adds to the theme of wealth and success. 
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 ABOUT THE photoGRAPHER
Bernard Go Kwang Meng works in the creative industry 
and is a photo enthusiast. He spends much of his free 
time capturing images of what he sees around him; 
finding inspiration in street scenes, good food, well-
designed items and exceptional architecture. This is his 
second pictorial album; he was also the photographer 
for the best-selling Images of Singapore.
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